Dynam i c L e ar ni ng

Dynamic Learning
Teaching & Learning
Resources

Revision & Question
Practice

Ready-made resources, multimedia content, lesson
planning tools, self-marking tests and progress reporting:

Exam-style questions, sample answers
and examiner comments:

• Group resources, plan, and deliver
outstanding lessons using the Lesson
Builder tool.
• Share lessons and resources with
students and colleagues.
• Monitor student progress through
interactive tests.

• Work through each element of the
exam as a class.
• Assign timed exam-style questions as
classroom activities or homework.
• Get exam guidance with
subject-specific advice and tips.

Student eTextbooks

Whiteboard eTextbooks

Downloadable versions of the printed
textbook that are assigned to individual
students.

Online interactive versions of the
printed textbook for front-of-class
teaching

• Use on any device, with on-the-go
access via the Dynamic Reader App.
• Add, edit and synchronise notes across
2 devices.
• Choose from 1, 2 or 3-year access
options - all cheaper than the printed
textbook.

• Display interactive pages
to your class, add notes and
highlight areas.
• Launch the accompanying
Teaching & Learning. Resources
for each page when you subscribe
to both.

eBooks
Many of our titles are also available as single copy eBooks. These digital versions of our textbooks
can be read on most devices and are available from some or all of the following websites:
amazon – amazon.co.uk

google – play.google.com

apple – apple.com

Kobo –kobobooks.com

Blackwell- bookshop.blackwell.co.uk

Kortext - Kortext.com

Brown Books for Students – brownsbfs.co.uk

myilibrary – myilibrary.com

Dawsonera – dawsonbooks.co.uk

Overdrive – overdrive.com

ebooks.com – ebooks.com

ProQuest- proquest.com

eBScO – ebscohost.com

rm Books – rmbookshelf.com

education Umbrella – educationumbrella.com

Waterstones – waterstones.com
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PyP

PyP Springboard
Series editor: Simon Davidson
Implement the PYP and give students the full breadth of high quality inquiry learning with this
non-prescriptive, flexible support.
there are 18 books to choose from, with 6 units per age band that cover each transdisciplinary
theme. each one offers guidance and practical suggestions on how to deliver the unit of inquiry.
• Link to the transdisciplinary themes and skills, key concepts and PYP attitudes
• Provoke meaningful discussion and inquiry
• Develop ideas for formative and summative assessment

Age Range
3–6

6–9

9–12

Food

Ourselves

Beliefs

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

the solar system

maps and
exploration

How we express
ourselves

i like books

authors and stories

art and
expression

How the world
works

Shadows and light

matter and changes

Simple machines

How we organize
ourselves

Signs and symbols

Our school and
community

the world
of work

Sharing the planet

What is waste

recycling our world

resources supply
and demand

Transdisciplinary Themes

Who we are
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PyP

PyP Springboard
Ages 3–6
Food

32pp

9781444139587

£42.00

Friends and relationships

32pp

9781444139556

£42.00

i like books

32pp

9781444139594

£42.00

Shadows and light

32pp

9781444139518

£42.00

Signs and symbols

32pp

9781444139631

£42.00

What is waste?

32pp

9781444139495

£42.00

Ourselves

32pp

9781444139624

£42.00

the solar system

32pp

9781444139730

£42.00

authors and stories

32pp

9781444139532

£42.00

matter and changes

32pp

9781444139617

£42.00

Our school and community

32pp

9781444139563

£42.00

recycling our world

32pp

9781444139501

£42.00

Beliefs

32pp

9781444139549

£42.00

maps and exploration

32pp

9781444139600

£42.00

art and expression

32pp

9781444139488

£42.00

Simple machines

32pp

9781444139525

£42.00

the world of work

32pp

9781444139648

£42.00

resources, supply and demand

32pp

9781444139570

£42.00

Ages 6–9

Ages 9–12

www.hoddereducation.com
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incLUDeS:

m yP

Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Series editor: Paul morris

Drive meaningful inquiry using the only MYP resources developed
with the IB.
the myP by concept series covers nine subjects at myP 4&5 and the series at myP 1-3. coverage for levels 4&5 is
provided by iB-endorsed Student books plus accompanying digital support via the Dynamic Learning Platform. the
series provides a unique concept-driven and assessment-focussed approach to the framework.
myP 1-3 Student books are not endorsed.

Student’s Books
Concept-driven and assessment-focused approaches to teaching and learning, developed exclusively with the IB.
• Approach each chapter with statements of inquiry framed by key and related concepts, set in a global context
• Support every aspect of assessment using tasks designed by experienced educators
• Differentiate and extend learning through research projects and interdisciplinary opportunities
• Apply global contexts in meaningful ways to offer the MYP with an internationally-minded perspective

A bright, and engaging page design
unlike other textbooks.

Assessment opportunities
are identified.

We have incorporated
Visible Thinking - ideas,
framework, protocol
and thinking routines
- from Project Zero at
the Harvard Graduate
School of Education into
many of our activities.

Activities are designed
to develop students’
Approaches to Learning
(ATL) skills.

Each chapter is framed with a Key concept and a
Related concept, and is set in a Global context.

4
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Statement of Inquiry provides the framework for
the inquiry, and the inquiry questions then lead the
exploration as they are developed through each chapter.

Teaching and Learning Resources
m yP

The essential teaching resource for MYP. Deliver more inventive and flexible MYP lessons with a cost-effective range of online
tools and resources.
• enliven lessons and homework with useful videos, animations and weblinks plus ways to incorporate your own trusted resources
• Save time planning and ensure syllabus coverage with unit planners and expert teaching guidance
• Supports assessment for learning with dedicated scaffolding materials
Teaching and Learning Resources include the Lesson Builder tool, which enables you to add your own resources to those
provided too; so it’s a great way to group together a number of different types of resources that you can access from one place.
a typical MYP by Concept Teaching and Learning Resource contains:
• 12 unit planners
• 66 activity sheets
• 12 ‘Building Blocks’ PowerPoints
• 50 interactive activities
• videos
• weblinks
See for yourself with a free, no obligation 30-day trial. Visit www.hoddereducation.com/byconcept

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
*a small school is up to 900 students. a large school is 901+ students.
* Please note, the iB has not been involved in developing the Dynamic Learning platform or the accompanying teacher
resources and does not endorse their content.

turn to pages 6–11 for full title listing

www.hoddereducation.com
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myP by concept 1–3
incLUDeS:

m yP

Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

All MYP 1-3 titles* are priced as follows:
Student’s Book: £14.99
Student etextbook: 1 year: £9.99, 2 year: £14.99
Whiteboard etextbook: Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until aug 2019
teaching and Learning resource: Small school: £150 / Large school: £250 for access until aug 2020
*except MYP Spanish which is as priced

English for the IB MYP 1
Student’s Book

ana de castro and Zara Kaiserimam
160pp

9781471880551

Student etextbook

9781471880599

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880582

teaching and Learning resource

9781471880605

English for the IB MYP 2
Student’s Book

ana de castro and Zara Kaiserimam

may 2017

Student etextbook

9781471880650

June 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880643

may 2017

teaching and Learning resource

9781471880667

may 2017

Student’s Book

ana de castro and Zara Kaiserimam
160pp

new

9781471880674

august 2017

Student etextbook

9781471880711

September 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880704

august 2017

teaching and Learning resource

9781471880728

October 2018

Language and Literature for the IB MYP 1
Student’s Book

160pp

ana de castro and Zara Kaiserimam

new

9781471880735

January 2017

Student etextbook

9781471880773

February 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880766

January 2017

teaching and Learning resource

9781471880780

march 2017

Language and Literature for the IB MYP 2
Student’s Book

6

new

9781471880612

English for the IB MYP 3

160pp

new

160pp

ana de castro and Zara Kaiserimam

new

9781471880797

november 2017

Student etextbook

9781471880834

December 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880827

november 2017

teaching and Learning resource

9781471880841

January 2018

Email: international.sales@hodder.co.uk

myP by concept 1–3
Language and Literature for the IB MYP 3
Student’s Book

160pp

ana de castro and Zara Kaiserimam

new

February 2018

Student etextbook

9781471880896

march 2018

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880889

February 2018

teaching and Learning resource

9781471880902

may 2018

Mathematics for the IB MYP 1
Student’s Book

rita Bateson and irina amlin

160pp

new

9781471880919

June 2017

Student etextbook

9781471880957

July 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880940

June 2017

teaching & Learning resource

9781471880964

October 2017

Mathematics for the IB MYP 2
Student’s Book

rita Bateson and irina amlin

160pp

new

9781471880971

January 2018

Student etextbook

9781471881015

February 2018

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471881008

January 2018

teaching & Learning resource

9781471881022

march 2018

Mathematics for the IB MYP 3
Student’s Book

rita Bateson and irina amlin

new

9781471881039

July 2018

Student etextbook

9781471881077

august 2018

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471881060

July 2018

teaching & Learning resource

9781471881084

September 2018

Sciences for the IB MYP 1
Student’s Book

160pp

Paul morris and Patricia Deo
160pp

new

9781471880377

Student etextbook

9781471880414

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880407

teaching & Learning resource

9781471880421

Sciences for the IB MYP 2
Student’s Book

Paul morris and Patricia Deo
160pp

new

9781471880438

Student etextbook

9781471880476

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880469

teaching & Learning resource

9781471880483

Sciences for the IB MYP 3
Student’s Book

Paul morris and Patricia Deo
160pp

m yP

9781471880858

may 2017

new

9781471880490

march 2017

Student etextbook

9781471880537

april 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880520

march 2017

teaching & Learning resource

9781471880544

September 2017

www.hoddereducation.com
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myP by concept 1–3
Individuals and Societies for the IB MYP 1

m yP

Student’s Book

160pp

Paul grace

9781471879364

Student etextbook

9781471879401

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471879388

teaching & Learning resource

9781471880223

Individuals and Societies for the IB MYP 2
Student’s Book

160pp

Paul grace

9781471880292

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880285

teaching & Learning resource

9781471880308

Individuals and Societies for the IB MYP 3
160pp

September 2017

new

9781471880261

Student etextbook

Student’s Book

new

Paul grace

September 2017

new

9781471880315

may 2017

Student etextbook

9781471880353

June 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471880346

may 2017

teaching & Learning resource

9781471880360

September 2017

Spanish for the IB MYP 1-3 Phases 1-2
Student’s Book

320pp

J. rafael angel

new

9781471881091

£29.99

may 2017

Student etextbook

9781471881138

1 year: £9.99, 2 year: £14.99

June 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471881121

Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until august 2020*

may 2017

teaching & Learning resource

9781471881145

Small school: £150 / Large school: £250 for access until august 2020*

July 2017

Spanish for the IB MYP 1-3 Phases 2-3
Student’s Book

320pp

maría Blanco and gonzalo Vázquez

new

9781471881152

£29.99

april 2017

Student etextbook

9781471881190

1 year: £9.99, 2 year: £14.99

may 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471881183

Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until august 2020*

march 2017

teaching & Learning resource

9781471881206

Small school: £150 / Large school: £250 for access until august 2020*

July 2017

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
*a small school is up to 900 students. a large school is 901+ students.
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myP by concept 4–5
incLUDeS:

All MYP 4–5 titles are priced as follows:
Student Books: £29.99

Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

Student etextbooks: 1 year: £19.99, 2 year: £29.99
Whiteboard etextbooks: Small school: £100 / Large school £150 for access until aug 2019*

m yP

teaching and Learning: Small School: £250 / Large school: £450 for access until aug 2019*

English for IB MYP 4–5 • Phases 3–5
ana de castro
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471868450

Student etextbook

9781471868542

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471868535

teaching and Learning resources

9781471868528

Language and literature for the IB MYP 4–5

new

gillian ashworth
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841668

July 2017

Student etextbook

9781471841675

august 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471841682

July 2017

teaching and Learning resources

9781471841699

September 2017

Mathematics for the IB MYP 4–5

new

rita Bateson
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841521

march 2017

Student etextbook

9781471841552

april 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471841569

march 2017

teaching and Learning resources

9781471841576

September 2017

French for the IB MYP 4–5 • Phases 3–5

new

catherine Jouffrey and rémy Lamon
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841835

January 2017

Student etextbook

9781471841859

February 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471841866

January 2017

teaching and Learning resources

9781471841873

august 2017

(teaching and Learning resources available June 2017)

Spanish for the IB MYP 4–5 • Phases 1-2

new

J. rafael angel
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471881213

December 2016

Student etextbook

9781471881251

January 2017

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471881244

January 2017

teaching and Learning resources

9781471881268

February 2017

www.hoddereducation.com
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Spanish for the IB MYP 4–5 • Phases 3-5
J. rafael angel

m yP

Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841880

Student etextbook

9781471841910

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471841927

teaching and Learning resources

9781471841934

History for the IB MYP 4–5
Jo thomas and Keely rogers
teaching and Learning resources author: Paul grace
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841583

Student etextbook

9781471841613

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471841620

teaching and Learning resources

9781471841637

Biology for the IB MYP 4–5
andrew Davis and Patricia Deo
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841705

Student etextbook

9781471841736

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471841743

teaching and Learning resources

9781471841750

Chemistry for the IB MYP 4–5
annie termaat and christopher talbot
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841767

Student etextbook

9781471841798

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471841804

teaching and Learning resources

9781471841811

Physics for the IB MYP 4–5
Paul morris
Student’s Book

10

288pp

9781471839337

Student etextbook

9781471839375

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471839382

teaching and Learning resources

9781471839368
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iB Skills
incLUDeS:

Student
Books

m yP

From IB Publishing, in cooperation with Hodder Education
Help students to understand the key and related concepts and build the skills they need to reach
the highest level of the assessment criteria, with this series of practical, subject-specific guides.
IB Skills covers four subject areas for years 4 and 5 of the myP through Student’s and
teacher’s Books. they are ideal for use in subject classes to complement teacher-created
material and any other textbooks that might be used.

Student’s Books
Help students to develop and apply subject knowledge through the use of activities and authentic,
real-life tasks.
chapters are divided by key and related concepts, then sub-divided into 3 topics which have
activities that work on the specific skills and elements in the myP model.
• Introduce students to key and related concepts that are relevant within and across
the subject areas
• Develop interdisciplinary and disciplinary skills that are essential to the understanding
of both concepts and subject content
• Help students to understand key features of the MYP–global contexts, approaches to
teaching and learning (atL), inquiry and reflection

Teacher’s Books
Companions to the Student’s Books to help facilitate a whole-school approach.
• Provide definitions and explanations for key concepts
• Include supporting activities, task guidelines and assessment criteria
turn to page 4 for MYP by Concept, a series of core Student’s books and digital support for
myP 4 and 5, developed exclusively with the iB.

Language and Literature
Student’s Book

256pp

9781910160022

£14.99

teacher’s Book

144pp

9781910160039

£39.99

Student’s Book

248pp

9781906345983

£14.99

teacher’s Book

208pp

9781906345990

£39.99

Student’s Book

224pp

9780992703509

£14.99

teacher’s Book

176pp

9780992703516

£39.99

Student’s Book

256pp

9781910160046

£14.99

teacher’s Book

140pp

9781910160053

£39.99

Individuals and Societies

Mathematics

Sciences

www.hoddereducation.com
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theory of Knowledge
Theory of Knowledge
third edition
nicholas alchin and carolyn P. Henly
A coherent and compelling narrative through the latest guide from two of the IB’s most respected
TOK experts.

Student’s Book
Unlike other texts, this Student’s Book tells ‘a story’ - the journey for reliable/certain knowledge. It
begins where the students are (as human knowers in the early 21st century) and then takes them
through the ideas in a way that makes sense.
• Guides students by helping them examine the nature of knowledge and ways of knowing
• Develops diverse and balanced arguments by raising questions in a variety of contexts
• Provides integrated support for assessment

DiP LOma

• includes all the new ways of knowing and areas of knowledge

Teaching and Learning Resources
Plan and inspire creative TOK lessons, whether you’re new to the subject or want to breathe new life into existing lessons.
the Teaching and Learning Resources provide the tools for collating your favourite resources with our content and organising
them into lessons that can be launched from your whiteboard, plus:
• a guide to teaching the course from the expert author team

c areer- reL ate D

• Student work sheets and classroom activities
• editable PowerPoints ideal for lesson and discussion starters

Theory of Knowledge
Student’s Book third edition

480pp

9781471804151

£29.99

Student etextbook

9781471805585

1 year: £19.99, 2 year: £29.99*

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471805318

Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until aug 2019

teaching and Learning resources

9781471805325

Small school: £125 / Large school: £175 for access until aug 2019

Theory of Knowledge (TOK) for the IB Diploma:
Skills for Success new
John Sprague
Build confidence in a range of key Theory of Knowledge skills with this practical companion, full of
advice and guidance from an experienced TOK expert.
• Learn to apply analytical skills with Deeper Analysis, showing you how to go beyond simply

identifying and explaining
• Develop awareness of the practical application of knowledge with In Practice pointers, offering
guidance on how topics can be used in TOK activities
• Improve skills for formulating genuine knowledge questions for use in activities, a crucial part of
assessment success
theory of Knowledge (tOK) for the iB Diploma

12

128pp
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9781510402478

£15.99

march 2017

core
Extended Essay for the IB Diploma: Skills for Success
new

Paul Hoang and chris taylor
Build confidence in a range of key essay writing techniques and skills with this practical
companion, full of advice and guidance from experienced Extended Essay experts.
• Improve your essay writing techniques and skills through a range of strategies: developing a
research question, thinking critically, referencing and citing sources clearly, reflecting on the writing
process and reviewing the final essay.
• Navigate the IB requirements with clear, concise explanations, including advice on assessment
objectives and academic honesty.
• Avoid common mistakes, aim for the best Extended Essay grades and write an excellent essay with
detailed examiner advice, and expert tips and hints.

DiP LO ma

• Develop fully rounded and responsible learning with explicit reference to the IB learner profile.
• Covers the importance of reflection and holistic judgement: from the choice of topic, to extensive
research, to critical-thinking about the potential argument, analysis and evaluation that develops
over the course of writing the essay.
Skills for Success

96pp

9781510415126

£15.99

July 2017

c a reer- reL ate D

Mathematical Studies for the IB Diploma
Second edition
ric Pimentel and terry Wall
This is the most accurately matched textbook available for the latest Mathematical Studies
Standard Level guide.
• Teach the syllabus with confidence, with content arranged in the same order and graphic display
calculator support integrated throughout
• Deliver lessons that engage with the IB philosophy, with project ideas and TOK links in every topic
• Prepare your students for assessment with past IB exam questions

Free Online Resources
the accompanying free online resources include geogebra activities and the Personal tutor
digital resource which helps reinforce concepts away from the classroom. it provides students of all
abilities with individual, step-by-step support through specific topics, as though a teacher is working
alongside them. Worked solutions are also available free online.

Mathematical Studies for the IB Diploma
Student’s Book Second edition

580pp

9781444180176

£35.99

www.hoddereducation.com
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Language acquisition
incLUDeS:

Student
Books

eTextbooks

Digital
resources

French B for the IB Diploma
Jane Byrne, Damian Henderson, Sophie Jobson and Lauren Lechelle

Mandarin B for the IB Diploma
yan Burch

Spanish B for the IB Diploma
DiP LOma

mike thacker and Sebastian Bianchi
Develop confident linguists at both SL and HL levels and ensure maximum language progression
with skills practice at the right level and activities that mirror IB assessment.

Student’s Books
These texts are written by IB experts and native speakers to provide learning pathways through
the books for both Standard and Higher Level students, ensuring maximum language progression.
• Promote global citizenship through a wide range of cultural material and questioning

c areer- reL ate D

• Build all four language skills using a wealth of stimulus material, carefully crafted tasks and
grammar practice
• Fully integrate Theory of Knowledge with signposts and links throughout the texts
French B was developed specifically in response to teacher feedback for texts and skills practice
at the right level for a range of students.
Mandarin B includes insight into chinese as an evolving language and its grammatical and
linguistic differences.
Mandarin B audio transcripts are free to download from the Hodder education website.
Spanish B has a particular emphasis on the americas and includes a starter unit to help bridge the
gap from pre-16 exams.
Spanish B includes the audio on a free cD with every book.

Grammar and Skills Workbooks
Write-in workbooks for French B and Spanish B that prepare students for their written and oral
assessments through essential grammar practice and opportunities to develop writing skills.
these ensure structured language practice through comprehensive coverage of all iB grammar
points and in-depth practice of core reading and writing skills based around the seven main
iB text types.
• Provide revision opportunities alongside material for ab initio students in the Transition section
• Make teaching students at two levels possible with differentiated activities at both Standard and
Higher level
• Provide extra challenges and advice for Higher students

14
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Language acquisition
Teaching and Learning Resources
A digital solution to make planning more manageable and language learning more targeted.
available for French B and Spanish B, teaching and Learning resources offer a bank of ready-to-use
resources, plus tools for lesson planning.
• Make planning manageable by providing schemes of work and lesson overviews for the teacher
• Help students prepare for spoken presentation and debate with audio material linked directly
to iB topics
• Flexible teaching for every classroom situation with differentiated worksheets and interactive
self marking activities
• Ensure targeted learning with end of unit tests which track and inform students’ progress
each one includes:
• a scheme of work and lesson overviews
• audio material linked directly to IB topics

DiP LO ma

• differentiated worksheets and interactive self marking activities

Vocab Express
Vocabulary is also available online at Vocab express, an interactive learning application.
Visit www.vocabexpress.com/hodder for more information.

French B
Print Student’s Book

£32.00

Student etextbook

9781471840203

1 year: £23, 2 year: £32*

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471804212

Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until august 2019*

9781471833205

£9.99

9781471804731

Small school: £125 / Large school £175 for access until august 2019*

9781471829093

£32.00

Student etextbook

9781471829123

1 year: £23, 2 year: £32*

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471829130

Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until august 2019*

9781444146400

£32.00

Student etextbook

9781471840210

1 year: £23, 2 year: £32*

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471808180

Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until aug 2019*

9781471804106

£9.99

9781471808104

Small school: £125 / Large school: £175 for access until aug 2019*

96pp

teaching and Learning resources

c a reer- reL ate D

9781471804182

grammar and Skills Workbook

320pp

Mandarin B
Student’s Book

256pp

Spanish B
Student’s Book + audio cD

grammar and Skills Workbook
teaching and Learning resources

300pp

96pp

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
*a small school is up to 900 students. a large school is 901+ students.
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individuals and societies
Access to History for the IB Diploma
Series editors: andy Dailey and Philip Benson
The renowned IB Diploma History series, combining compelling narratives with academic rigour.
each title in the series supports a topic in the latest iB History guide, with an authoritative and
engaging narrative and the widest variety of sources at this level, to help students to develop their
knowledge and analytical skills.
• Reliable, clear and in-depth content from topic experts
• Analysis of the historiography surrounding key debates
• Dedicated exam practice with model answers and practice questions
• TOK support and Historical Investigation questions to help with all aspects of the Diploma

c areer- reL ate D
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Prescribed subjects
the move to global war Student’s Book

9781471839320

£20.99

the move to global war Student etextbook

9781471883668

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

rights and protest Student’s Book

9781471839313

£20.99

rights and protest Student etextbook

9781471883651

1 year: £13.35, 2 year: £19.99*

authoritarian states Second edition Student’s Book

9781471839306

£20.99

authoritarian states Second edition Student etextbook

9781471882821

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

causes and effects of 20th century wars Second edition Student’s Book

9781471841347

£20.99

causes and effects of 20th century wars Second edition Student etextbook

9781471882838

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

the cold War: Superpower tensions and rivalries Second edition Student’s Book

9781471839290

£20.99

World History topics

the cold War: Superpower tensions and rivalries Second edition Student etextbook 9781471882791

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

HL Option 2: History of the Americas
the cold War and the americas 1945–1981 Second edition Student’s Book

9781471841378

£20.99

the cold War and the americas 1945–1981 Student etextbook

9781471882869

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

civil rights and social movements in the americas post-1945 Second edition
Student’s Book

9781471841316

£20.99

civil rights and social movements in the americas post-1945 Second edition
Student etextbook

9781471882852

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

emergence of the americas in global affairs 1880–1929 Student’s Book

9781444182286

£20.99

the great Depression and the americas Student’s Book

9781444156539

£20.99

independence movements Student’s Book

9781444182316

£20.99

the mexican revolution Student’s Book

9781444182347

£20.99

the Second World War and the americas 1933–1945 Second edition
Student’s Book

9781471841286

£20.99

the Second World War and the americas 1933–1945 Second edition
Student etextbook

9781471882845

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

United States civil war: causes, course and effects 1840–1877 Student’s Book

9781444156508

£20.99

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
*a small school is up to 900 students. a large school is 901+ students.
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individuals and societies
Economics for the IB Diploma
Paul Hoang

Revision Guide
A concise and accurate guide to the key topics from a renowned IB economics author.
this revision guide will support your students with the help of accurate and accessible notes,
advice, and exam-style questions on each key topic.
• Builds revision skills through a range of strategies and detailed advice
• Covers all the knowledge with concise, clear explanations of all the syllabus requirements
and topics
• Demonstrates what is required to get the best grades with tips, sample questions and
model answers
answers are free online at www.hoddereducation.com/IBextras

DiP LO ma

Paper 3 Workbook
Reinforce and improve your students mathematical skills for the Paper 3 exam with this write-in
workbook, including actual questions from past papers.
• Presents the questions in context of their topics for better understanding of the syllabus
requirements and knowledge
• Sets plenty of practice with exam-style questions and actual exam questions, covering all the
assessment objectives, plus a mock exam at the end of the book consisting of full 25 mark questions

Economics for the IB Diploma
192pp

9781471807183

£18.99

Paper 3 Workbook

96pp

9781471851322

£10.99

c a reer- reL ate D

revision guide

Psychology: The Science of Mind and Behaviour
Seventh edition
richard gross
Providing an essential foundation for psychology students, this is a revised and updated version of
the most trusted introduction written by the bestselling psychology author.
• Enables students to easily access psychological theories and research with colourful, user-friendly
content and useful features including summaries, critical discussion and research updates
• Helps students to understand the research process with contributions from leading psychologists
including elizabeth Loftus, alex Haslam and David canter
• Fully updated edition, ensures students can understand and evaluate classic and contemporary
topics, and are up to date with the latest issues and debates

Psychology: The Science of Mind and Behaviour
Student’s Book

912pp

9781471829734

£35.99

themes, issues and Debates in Psychology

360pp

9781471804076

£31.99

Key Studies in Psychology

416pp

9781444156102

£31.99

Also available from Richard Gross

www.hoddereducation.com
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Sciences
Biology for the IB Diploma
c.J. clegg
teaching and Learning resources author: andrew Davis

Chemistry for the IB Diploma
christopher talbot, richard Harwood and christopher coates
teaching and Learning resources author: nick Lee

Physics for the IB Diploma
John allum and christopher talbot
teaching and Learning resources author: colin cuthbert

DiP LOma

Provide clear guidance to the latest guide and ensure in-depth study with accessible content, directly
mapped to the syllabus and approach to learning.

Student’s Books
these second editions of the highly regarded textbooks contain all the SL and HL content,
which is clearly identifed throughout. the options are available free online or as part of the
Teaching and Learning Resources.
• Improve exam performance, with plenty of questions, including past paper exam questions
• Integrate Theory of Knowledge into your lessons and provide opportunities for
cross-curriculum study

c areer- reL ate D

• Offers a concept-based approach to learning and includes all key skills and experiments
the authors have vast experience writing for and teaching international students, so these texts use
clear, straightforward language to explain the most complex topics.
nature of Science, a key part of the latest guide, is highlighted throughout, with commentary and
discussion.

Biology
Print Student’s Book

560pp

9781471828997

£41.99

Student etextbook

9781471829079

1 year: £27.99, 2 year: £41.99*

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471829291

Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until august 2019

9781471829055

£41.99

Student etextbook

9781471829246

1 year: £27.99, 2 year: £41.99*

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471829239

Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until august 2019

9781471829048

£41.99

Student etextbook

9781471829307

1 year: £27.99, 2 year: £41.99*

Whiteboard etextbook

9781471829291

Small school: £100 / Large school: £150 for access until august 2019

Chemistry
Print Student’s Book

656pp

Physics
Print Student’s Book

600pp

Study and Revision Guides are also available for all IB Diploma Sciences please see page 21
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Sciences
Teaching and Learning Resources
The essential teaching resource, to help you plan and deliver up-to-date and IB appropriate lessons.
• Structure your teaching and save time with adaptable schemes of work
• Update your lessons by using new approaches, interesting, up-to-date and real-life examples
• Stretch students with extension material and activities
• Monitor progress and understanding with interactive quizzes
Includes:
• adaptable schemes of work
• Over 30 interactive quizzes
• investigation sheets and questions, technician notes and links to practical videos
• interactive flash cards help reinforce key definitions and formulae

DiP LO ma

Teaching and Learning Resources provide you with a bank of ready-made flexible resources,
lesson planning tools, self-marking tests and assessment. the Lesson Builder tool enables you to
add your own resources to those provided too; so it’s a great way to group together a number of
different types of resources that you can access from one place.

Biology
9781471829086

Small school: £250 / Large school: £450 for access until aug 2019*

9781471829253

Small school: £250 / Large school: £450 for access until aug 2019*

9781471829284

Small school: £250 / Large school: £450 for access until aug 2019*

c a reer- reL ate D

teaching and Learning resources

Chemistry
teaching and Learning resources

Physics
teaching and Learning resources

Sign up for a free 30 day trial or subscribe to Dynamic Learning at www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
*a small school is up to 900 students. a large school is 901+ students.

www.hoddereducation.com
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Study and revision
Biology for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide

new

andrew Davis and c.J. clegg

Chemistry for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide

new

christopher talbot and richard Harwood

Physics for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide

new

John allum

c areer- reL ate D

DiP LOma

Stretch your students to achieve their best grade with these year round course companions; providing
clear and concise explanations of all syllabus requirements and topics, and practice questions to support
and strengthen learning.
• Consolidate revision and support learning with a range of exam practice questions and concise and
accessible revision notes
• Practise exam technique with tips and trusted guidance from examiners on how to tackle questions
• Focus revision with key terms and definitions listed for each topic/sub topic

Biology for the iB Diploma Study and revision guide

320pp

9781471899706

£21.99

February 2017

chemistry for the iB Diploma Study and revision guide

304pp

9781471899713

£21.99

march 2017

Physics for the iB Diploma Study and revision guide

240pp

9781471899720

£21.99

march 2017

Geography for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide
HL Core / SL Core new
Simon Oakes
Stretch your students to achieve their best grade with these year round course companions; provide
comprehensive content on all topics, and practice questions to support and strengthen learning.
• Develop understanding and knowledge with clear and concise coverage of the syllabus
• Target learning with individual books for Standard and Higher level
• Consolidate revision and check understanding with a range of exam practice questions
• Practise exam technique with tips from examiners throughout on how to tackle questions
• Focus revision with key terms and definitions listed for each topic/sub topic
answers are free online at www.hoddereducation.com/ibextras
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geography for the iB Diploma Study and revision guide HL core

128pp

9781510403543

£16.99

april 2017

geography for the iB Diploma Study and revision guide SL core

128pp

9781510403550

£16.99

July 2017

Email: international.sales@hodder.co.uk

Study and revision
Environmental Systems and Societies for the IB Diploma
Study and Revision Guide new
Second Edition
andrew Davis and garrett nagle
Simple revision strategies for the most complex topics and terms, from the IB’s most trusted
ESS experts.
Stretch your students to achieve their best grade with these year round course companions;
providing clear and concise explanations of all syllabus requirements and topics, and practice
questions to support and strengthen learning.
• Consolidate revision and support learning with a range of exam practice questions and concise and
accessible revision notes
• Practise exam technique with tips and trusted guidance from examiners on how to tackle questions
• Focus revision with key terms and definitions listed for each topic/sub topic

DiP LO ma

Environmental Systems and Societies
Study and Revision Guide Second edition

192pp

9781471899737

£18.99

March 2017

Mathematics for the IB Diploma
Study and Revision Guide

c a reer- reL ate D

Ferenc Beleznay
Simplify students’ exam preparation with help from an IB Mathematics expert.
this guide contains accurate and accessible notes, examiner advice, and exam-style questions on each
key topic, including Section B type questions and multi-stage problems.
• Covers all the theory with concise, clear explanations of all the syllabus requirements and topics
• Builds revision skills through a range of strategies and detailed advice
• Shows how to achieve certain grades with hints and tips, sample questions and solutions

Mathematics for the IB Diploma
Study and revision guide

192pp

9781471868481

£16.99

Business Management for the IB Diploma Study
and Revision Guide
Paul Hoang
Ensure you approach your exams feeling confident and prepared through the help of accurate and
accessible notes, examiner advice, and exam-style questions on each key topic.
• Practise and check your understanding on a range of Exam Practice questions
• Be aware of the essential points with key terms and facts for each topic
• Discover what you need to achieve certain grades with advice and tips, including common mistakes
to avoid.
Study and revision guide

9781471868429

192pp

£16.99

www.hoddereducation.com
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Study and revision
Study and Revise GCSE
Series editors: Sue Bennett and Dave Stockwin

c areer- reL ate D
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Stretch your students to achieve their best grade in GCSE English Literature with these year round course
companions; designed to instil in-depth textual understanding as students read, analyse and revise their
set texts throughout the course.
• Increases students’ knowledge of their set text as they progress through the detailed commentary and
contextual information written by experienced teachers and examiners
• Develops understanding of plot, characterisation, themes and language, equipping students with a rich
bank of textual examples to enhance their exam responses
• Builds critical and analytical skills through challenging, thought-provoking questions that encourage
students to form their own personal responses to the text
• Helps students maximise their exam potential using clear explanations of the Assessment Objectives,
annotated sample student answers and tips for reaching the next grade
• Improves students’ extended writing techniques through targeted advice on planning and structuring a
successful essay
• Provides opportunities for students to review their learning and identify their revision needs with
knowledge-based questions at the end of each chapter
a christmas carol

104 pp

9781471853524

£6.99

an inspector calls

112 pp

9781471853531

£6.99

animal Farm

104 pp

9781471853548

£6.99

anita and me

104 pp

9781471853555

£6.99

aQa Poetry anthology: Love and relationships

112 pp

9781471853760

£6.99

aQa Poetry anthology: Power and conflict

112 pp

9781471853562

£6.99

Blood Brothers

112 pp

9781471853579

£6.99

Frankenstein

112 pp

9781471853586

£6.99

great expectations

104 pp

9781471853593

£6.99

Jane eyre

112 pp

9781471853609

£6.99

Lord of the Flies

112 pp

9781471853616

£6.99

macbeth

112 pp

9781471853623

£6.99

much ado about nothing

112 pp

9781471853630

£6.99

never Let me go

112 pp

9781471853647

£6.99

Pride and Prejudice

112 pp

9781471853654

£6.99

romeo and Juliet

112 pp

9781471853661

£6.99

the History Boys

104 pp

9781471853678

£6.99

the Strange case of Dr Jekyll and mr Hyde

112 pp

9781471853685

£6.99

the War of the Worlds

112 pp

9781471853708

£6.99

Also available: Philip Allan Literature Guides for GCSE: Help your students develop a deeper
understanding of their set texts, boost their confidence and improve exam performance.
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Of mice and men

96 pp

9781444108729

£6.99

the Woman in Black

96 pp

9781444110265

£6.99

Email: international.sales@hodder.co.uk

Study and revision
Study and Revise for AS/A Level
Series editors: nicola Onyett and Luke mcBratney
Stretch your students to achieve their best grade in AS/A-level English Literature with these year-round
course companions; designed to instil in-depth textual understanding as students read, analyse and revise
their set texts throughout the course.
• Increases students’ knowledge of their set text as they progress through the detailed commentary and
contextual information written by experienced teachers and examiners
• Develops understanding of characterisation, themes, form, structure and language, equipping students
with a rich bank of textual examples to enhance their coursework and exam responses
• Builds critical and analytical skills through challenging, thought-provoking questions and tasks that
encourage students to form their own personal responses to the text
• Extends learning and prepares students for higher-level study by introducing critical viewpoints,
comparative references to other literary works and suggestions for independent research

DiP LO ma

• Helps students maximise their exam potential using clear explanations of the Assessment Objectives,
sample student answers and examiner insights
• Improves students’ extended writing techniques through targeted advice on planning and structuring a
successful essay
112 pp

9781471853692

£8.99

a Streetcar named Desire

112 pp

9781471853739

£8.99

aQa anthology: Love Poetry through the ages

104 pp

9781471853838

£8.99

atonement

112 pp

9781471853807

£8.99

King Lear

112 pp

9781471853869

£8.99

measure for measure

112 pp

9781471853890

£8.99

Othello

112 pp

9781471853920

£8.99

Seamus Heaney: Selected Poems

112 pp

9781471853951

£8.99

Skirrid Hill

112 pp

9781471853982

£8.99

tess of the D’Urbervilles

112 pp

9781471854019

£8.99

the Duchess of malfi

104 pp

9781471854040

£8.99

the great gatsby

112 pp

9781471854071

£8.99

the Handmaid’s tale

112 pp

9781471854101

£8.99

the taming of the Shrew

112 pp

9781471854132

£8.99

the tempest

112 pp

9781471854163

£8.99

the Wife of Bath’s Prologue and tale

104 pp

9781471854194

£8.99

the Winter’s tale

104 pp

9781471854224

£8.99

top girls

104 pp

9781471854255

£8.99

Wuthering Heights

112 pp

9781471854286

£8.99
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a room with a View

January 2017
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Philip allan review magazines
IB Review
editor: John Sprague
consultant editor: David James
A topical take on IB studies for curious and inquiring Diploma students who want to deepen their
subject knowledge and broaden their perspectives.
• Encourages the independent study and critical thinking skills at the heart of IB philosophy
• Supports the cross-subject delivery of Theory of knowledge with support applied to topical articles,
as well as articles on career-related study and extended essay practice.
• Embraces international mindedness through coverage of stories and topics from around the world
• Prepares students for assessment with dedicated advice for their exams and the skills required to
achieve with their extended essay
there are four issues each year that offer articles and activities written by top academics and subject experts that place world
events in the context of iB Diploma study. these include:

c areer- reL ate D
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• feature articles for each of the subject groups
• dedicated material for the core requirements, including a regular TOK focus
• student activities that allow for further, independent study
• regular advice on exam preparation and getting the very best from every assessment
convenient and value for money, iB review is also now available as part of a whole school digital
access package. the package includes issues from past Volumes 1 and 2, plus the new Volume 3.

Magazine Archive whoLe SchooL DiGitAL AcceSS
as with all our Philip allan review magazines, past volumes of iB review will still be available to purchase as part of the
magazine archive, accessible online via our Dynamic Learning platform.
Visit www.hoddereducation.com/ibreview to view the archive straight away or sign-up for an account to start building lessons
from the content.

IB Review: Volume 3 2016/17
Print institutional Subscription
emagazine

From £38 for 1 year
9781471857249

£20 per student for 1 year

Whole school access to the Online archive from £200 for 1 year’s access
Order online at www.hoddereducation.com/ibreview or email subscriptions@bookpoint.co.uk

Philip Allan Review Magazines
there are 13 more subject specific titles to choose from, which expand student knowledge
and help develop skills for independent learning, as well as providing stimulus material for
classroom discussion.
Biological Sciences review

Business review

chemistry review

economic review

the english review

geography review

20th century History review

Pe review

Physics review

Politics review

Psychology review

religious Studies review

Sociology review
to subscribe to any of the other Philip allan magazines, please visit
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/magazines or email subscriptions@bookpoint.co.uk
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Whole-school access now available
the IB Review Online Archive offers reliable content and flexible access
to magazine articles and additional online resources from Volumes 1 and
2 of the magazine, with whole-school access including current issue.

Available via

• Access the Magazine Archive anytime, anywhere, encouraging
independent study and research
• Provide easy access to all, or create individual student accounts to
allocate articles and track usage
• Ideal to use for schemes of work, lesson preparation, researching
specific topics and revision
• Seven tips for applying to university

is the ability to put pieces of the known together and come up with
something new. Therefore, imagination is what allowed Wiles to solve
problems that no one had been able to solve before him. The ‘mystery’
Wiles talks about is intuition: the mind’s ability to work on a problem
at the unconscious level.
Every mathematician who tackles a problem needs to use the skills
of imagination and intuition. Students must also use imagination to
figure out how to solve problems that are new to them. Intuition is less
likely to be useful to young students, as it takes many years to develop
enough expertise in a given area for the unconscious processing to
be trustworthy and productive. Trained professional intuition is much
more than a simple hunch or guess.

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

M

athematics is often associated with reason, and it is easy to
think of reason as the main — or only — way of knowing
that is important for knowledge making in mathematics. This is not
correct: mathematics requires a range of ways of knowing, including
imagination and intuition.

Reason
When we think of mathematics, we naturally think of logic. The
association between reason and mathematics is so close as to be
nearly synonymous. Every student who has spent years working out
problems from a textbook knows that reason is necessary not only for
working out the answers, but also for deciding which approach should
be used in the first place.
If you have studied geometry then it is likely that you have personal
experience with writing proofs. The rigorous proof is at the heart of
mathematical knowledge making. Until there is a rigorous proof,
mathematical knowledge is not considered to be complete. A proof
is the written embodiment of logical reasoning. Each proof tells the
story, step by logical step, of why something in mathematics is true.
However, reason is not the only important way of knowing on
which mathematicians rely.

Imagination and intuition
One of the world’s most famous mathematical proofs is Andrew Wiles’
proof of Fermat’s last theorem, the proof that demonstrated that for all
equations of the form ax + bx = cx, x cannot be greater than 2.
Certainly much of the work Wiles did during the 9 years he
worked on the proof involved reason. However, reason alone was not
enough. Wiles described how he would start with a piece of existing
mathematics:

‘

I tried to fit it in with some previous broad conceptual
understanding of some part of mathematics that would
clarify the particular problem I was thinking about… . And
sometimes I realized that nothing that had ever been done
before was any use at all. Then I just had to find something
completely new; it’s a mystery where that comes from.

’

Whenever Wiles ran into a problem he couldn’t solve using existing
knowledge, he had to come up with something new. Imagination

Questions and activities
1

2

28

These NOVA Online activities provide a great way to
imagine the relationship between mathematics and
reality: www.tinyurl.com/k9ch2mq
www.tinyurl.com/boyykf6 recounts the furore that arose
when Marilyn vos Savant published an explanation of the
probabilities associated with the Monty Hall problem. The
ensuing argument revealed why it is always necessary to
check intuitive answers against reality — even professional
mathematicians got this one dramatically wrong. Read the
problem at the beginning of the article and try to come up
with your own explanation for why vos Savant’s solution is
correct before you read the rest of the page.

Beyond problem solving

Imagining
the universe
Knowledge
making in
mathematics

Carolyn Henly looks at a few
areas you might not have thought
about when considering knowledge
making in mathematics

Key points
• Reason is widely known to be integral to the
mathematical process.
• Mathematical knowledge making requires
imagination and intuition as much as it requires
reason.
• We can use imagination to get ourselves
out of the trap of reasoning based on false
premises.
• Mathematics addresses and is subject to
philosophical questions about the nature of
reality.

Mathematics does not require imagination just to solve problems.
Arguably, mathematics is in essence an act of imagination about the
nature of reality.
One of the great questions about the nature of mathematics is
whether mathematics exists in the real world, independent of human
cognition and awaiting our discovery, or whether mathematics is
invented entirely by humans. Plato believed that mathematics gives us
access to truths, and to a reality that exists independently of our ability
to perceive it. Some modern mathematicians agree with him. Others
do not:

‘

Contrary to Platonist beliefs about the ability of mathematics
to give us these things is the stance that mathematics is
actually about multiple realities, relative truths, complexities,
and ambiguities. In essence, doing pure mathematics (not
merely doing computations) is an exercise in imagination —
and imagination, an exercise in abstraction.

’

Saiber and Turner

Consider, for example, our ability to use mathematics to describe
dimensions beyond the third — realities that we cannot perceive for
ourselves and that may or may not exist. Imagination, therefore, is not
merely a way of making knowledge in mathematics: mathematics is a
system that helps us to imagine the universe.

References and resources
Further reading
These Stanford University podcasts reveal an eye-opening
array of imagined applications for mathematics:
www.stanford.edu/~kdevlin/MathGuy.html

Harvard Magazine review discussing the imaginative nature of
mathematical endeavour: www.tinyurl.com/kynopfx

References
‘Andrew Wiles on Solving Fermat’ (2000) NOVA,
www.tinyurl.com/8y7foqp
Saiber, A. and Turner, H. S. (2009) ‘Mathematics and the imagination:
a brief introduction’, Configurations, Vol. 17, No. 1.

FERMAT’S LAST THEOREM:
FOR ALL EQUATIONS OF THE
FORM AX + BX = CX, X CANNOT
BE GREATER THAN 2

Carolyn Henly has taught theory of knowledge since 1999.
She is a TOK examiner, the co-author of a forthcoming TOK
textbook and teaches in Virginia, USA.

IB Review

September 2014
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read every article in the archive in just one click with no sign-up
at www.hoddereducation.com/ibreview

Customer Services:
Tel: +44 1235 827827 Fax: +44 1235 400401

Email: education@bookpoint.co.uk

to find your local Hodder education representative visit www.hoddereducation.com/agents
For any other enquiries you can contact us at our Head Office on
+44 (0) 203 122 7399 or at international.sales@hodder.co.uk

Evaluate titles free for 30 days online
if you’re registered to a school or college you can sign-up for free eInspection Copies in three easy steps.
1
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